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Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH - Advantage You!
distribution@stecklingsfarm.ch

Our quality is your added value!
Your advantages as a customer of ours:

| If you wish, we can initiate sales promotion measures for you. For example, with a place for your product in our
Weekly Flowers Update. We focus on a transparent offer and transparent prices.
1 catalogue - 4 languages - Europe-wide reach!

| We offer you good, fair and market-driven prices, as a producer and also as a middleman!
| We run an innovative breeding programme with partners in Europe. In this way, we set new standards in the

breeding characteristics of aroma and flower structure. It also enables us to launch new varieties on an ongoing
basis.

| The varieties Lemon Muffin, Zkittelz, Queen of Night, Banana Berry, and Blueberry Muffin are exclusively distributed
by us. All of them are perfect for your Cali Kelly bags!

| When problems arise, we rely on effective, efficient and flexible approaches to solving them. We care!
| We will also look into an optimal problem solution for you - if that is what you want. Jonas will be happy to look
after and advise you personally.

| You are welcome to visit our production without obligation. We focus on transparency!
Shipping & Formalities
Functioning logistics are essential for an internationally active company.
That is why we offer you:
Well-rehearsed automatisms. We ship directly after your payment. The delivery arrives within 48 hours. All over |
Europe!
All shipments are insured against loss or damage. |
We are experts in international customs clearance. We work correctly, expeditiously and transparently. |
You can track your shipment by tracking. If you want, right up to your front door. |
You get a 100% exchange guarantee from us, because we want satisfied customers. |
We provide you with all relevant analyses and values for import into the EU. |
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH - Advantage You!
distribution@stecklingsfarm.ch

We produce 3 tonnes of premium indoor
CBD flowers, as well as 15 tons of premium outdoor
CBD flowers in our Italian fields

| Premium because we only use the highest-yielding, tastiest
and most innovative varieties. We leave nothing to chance
from the beginning of the flowering cycle to the end.

| No use of herbicides, fungicides or insecticides.
We only work with biological adjuvants.

| Gentle drying on the stem of the plant.

The flowers are only cut when they are dry and the aroma is
complete. We process the plant only with the greatest care.

| A gentle THC - extraction for safe and serious values
under 0.2% THC.

| We invest enough time in an optimal re-humidification of the
CBD flowers. In addition, we also attach great importance to
the airing of the THC - extracted CBD flowers.

| We also have the highest quality standards when it comes to

working with laboratories. That is why we only work with the best
laboratories in Switzerland for analyses and downwashing.

25'000 premium CBD Clones per week
| Cloning of CBD Clones, produced according to GMP
guidelines. 25'000 pieces per week.
We do NOT grow our CBD cuttings from seeds.

| We have a high degree of quality awareness.
Quantity AND quality count for us.

| The production of CBD Clones is our core business - for five

years already. We therefore have a lot of experience and
know our CBD plants very well from the stage as Clone to the
finished flower!

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
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Catalog Foreword
The company Stecklingsfarm has been
specialized on production of CBD clones
and CBD flowers. We distribute selected
innovative products, with or without CBD.
The production is carried out according to
medical-technical
standards,
and
according to GMP guidelines. This in order
to the increasing quality awareness, as
well as our own high standards. Quality,
customer satisfaction, efficiency and
innovative thinking are of major
importance. Thanks to the long-lasting
success, StecklingsfarmDISTRIBUTION has
been found, a subsidiary company which
specializes in the national and international CBD wholesale.

Below you will find our price lists and
product sheets for CBD flowers, full
spectrum CBD oil, solubilisate and
flowers. Transparency in dealing with our
partners and customers is very important
to us. We strive for a stable, fixed price
policy in all areas, where our customers
and partners achieve added value!

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
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PRODUCTSHEET CBD - Flowers
The Stecklingsfarm has an average production capacity of 25'000 - 30'000 CBD
clones per week. We also produce CBD flowers. This from our own clones, of
course. Indoors, we produce about 3 tons of CBD per year, with the highest,
consistent quality and according to GMP guidelines (Good Manufacturing
Practice).
We are also active in Italy and cultivate fields with our own CBD cuttings. The
harvest volume there is about 10-12 tons of CBD raw material per year. Here, too,
production is carried out according to the highest quality standards and
standardised processes.
We are committed to achieving the best possible quality throughout the value
chain, which of course also includes slow drying on the stalk, pack it in the best
possible way and store it properly until delivery.
Of course, we work without herbicides, fungicides or insecticides. Our CBD flowers
are also free of tobacco.
Despite our well-rehearsed and efficient production processes, it is very important
that we constantly scrutinize them and, if necessary, improve them.
This means that we have the entire value chain in our own hands. From the clones
to the sale and can therefore guarantee the best quality from start to finish.
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH. Quality, from clones to flower.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
The THC value after extraction is 0.2%,
or according to your wishes.
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Since we have been successfully
active in the CBD industry for a long
time, StecklingsfarmDISTRIBUTION
has suffi-cient sales connections to
sell these quantities. Our advantage
can be passed along to you! We have
an annual access to at least 15 tons
of CBD flowers from our own
production, as well as contractual,
cooperative own production (about
three tons indoor/ and about 10 - 12
tons greenhouse - & outdoor
cultivation.

This quantity of CBD flowers is
mainly composed of the following
varieties: BZ 1, Originale Fragolina
(Original Straw-berry), Cannatonic,
Harlequin, Lemon, Gelato, Queen of
Night, Peach and V1. Thanks to our
excellent network of contacts, we
can very quickly clarify the
availability of a product you require,
which we do not produce ourselves,
and if necessary, organize it on call.
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
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We stand for transparency and
sustainability.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
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PRODUCTSHEET Full Spectrum Micelle Solubilisate
Micelle solubilisates are 20 times more
efficient than a conventional product
The Micelle process imitates the natural encapsulation
process of fat particles. In traditional medicine, the so-called
micellisation has been used for decades. It allows, for
example, poorly soluble medicines to be made more available
to the organism. However, these micellisation methods often
use so-called polyethylene glycols (PEG) or polysorbates.
These substances are controversial. They are made of
petroleum and are even suspected of being carcinogenic. The
patented Micelle process is completely different. It is the first
and only micellisation process that uses neither synthetic nor
synthetically modified ingredients. All ingredients are 100
percent natural. The result is a completely natural product
with almost one hundred percent bioavailability.

Revolution with Hightech
As many producers of health promoting products know, their
product only can be digested poorly. This problem has now been
solved. The patented micelle method sets new standards. It allows to
offer new products that are far more effective than the conventional
ones. At the same time these products are 100% natural, are well
tolerated and are also financially worthwhile thanks to their
efficiency.

Almost 100% bioavailability
In order for the body to absorb the fat-soluble particles, they
must first be encapsulated in the stomach. This is the only
way they can pass through the mucous membranes and
finally enter the circulation. This natural process takes time
and energy. The result is that only 5-10% of the active
ingredient reaches the bloodstream. The remaining 90-95% is
lost. They are neutralized by stomach acid and excreted by
the liver. The result: Of a total of 20 mg of active ingredient
taken, only 1-2 mg have the desired effect. This balance does
not change even if a substance such as CBD oil is kept in the
mouth for some time, as the mucous membranes still have to
be passed. That way we lose 95% of the active ingredients. In
addition, it is almost impossible to plan or predict an exact
dose. Thanks to the patented Micelle method, these
disadvantages are now finally a thing of the past.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
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Almost 100% bioavailability
100% natural
Patented micelle processes

Winner of Prestigious 2018 CPhl
Pharma Awards
water-soluble
resistant against stomach acid and
enterobacteria

Drastically increased effectiveness
Highest purity
Swiss quality
THC < 0.05% or THC free

One technology, unlimited
possibilities.
The future of this patented technology
lies not only in the medical use of CBD,
but also enables the micellization of a
wide variety of fat-soluble substances
in a variety of beverages and foods,
cosmetics and dietary supplements.
In principle, micellization is possible
with any fat-soluble substance.
For example iron, turmeric, B12,
OMEGA 3 and much more!
Age restriction:> 18 years

TRADE LIST Full Spectrum Micelle Solubilisate Line
Curcuma 6%
From 20 pc.
23.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
21.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
19.- €/pc.

water-soluble & vegan | highest purity and 100% natural | bioavailability > 95%
Shelf life: 18 months, Made in Switzerland.
We would be happy to make individual pricing arrangements for you for larger batches.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
17.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Curmuma oil resin 6%
Water
The filling quantity is 30ml net.

Coenzyme Q10 2.2%
From 20 pc.
25.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
23.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
21.- €/Stk.

water-soluble & vegan | highest purity and 100% natural | bioavailability > 95%
Shelf life: 18 months, Made in Switzerland.
We would be happy to make individual pricing arrangements for you for larger batches.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
19.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
COENZYM Q10 Ubiquinone 2.2%
DL-Alpha-Tocopherol 0.88%
Water
The filling quantity is 30ml net.

C-O-C Boost Curcuma | Olibanum | Vitamin C
From 20 pc.
22.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
20.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
18.- €/pc.

water-soluble & vegan | highest purity and 100% natural | bioavailability > 95%
Shelf life: 18 months, Made in Switzerland.
We would be happy to make individual pricing arrangements for you for larger batches.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
16.- €/pc.
Ingredients: Curcuma oleoresin (Curcuma longa) 2%.
Boswellia thick extract 1.5%
Vitamin C 6%
Water
The filling quantity is 10ml net.

Vitamin D3 0.061%
From 20 pc.
19.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
17.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
15.- €/pc.

water-soluble & vegan | highest purity and 100% natural | bioavailability > 95%
Shelf life: 18 months, Made in Switzerland.
We would be happy to make individual pricing arrangements for you for larger batches.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
13.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) 0.061%
Water
The filling quantity is 10ml net.

Vitamin B12 0.03%
From 20 pc.
20.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
18.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
16.- €/pc.

water-soluble & vegan | highest purity and 100% natural | bioavailability > 95%
Shelf life: 18 months, Made in Switzerland.
We would be happy to make individual pricing arrangements for you for larger batches.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
14.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Cyanocobalamin 0.03%
Water
The filling quantity is 10ml net.

Omega 3 | 6 | 9 | 5%
From 20 pc.
24.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
22.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
20.- €/pc.

water-soluble & vegan | highest purity and 100% natural | bioavailability > 95%
Shelf life: 18 months, Made in Switzerland.
We would be happy to make individual pricing arrangements for you for larger batches.
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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From 101 to 1000 pc.
18.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Omega-3 fatty acid 5%
Water
The filling quantity is 30ml net.
Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

PRODUCTSHEET Full Spectrum CBD Oil Line
The marijuana plant consists of 104 different chemical compounds called cannabinoids.
The best-known cannabinoid is certainly tetrahydrocannabinol, better known by its
abbreviation THC. In contrast to THC, which makes you «high», cannabidiol (CBD) is not a
psychoactive substance and can be consumed without hesitation.
Cannabidiol is a popular natural remedy used for
many different ailments. This quality makes CBD an
attractive option for those looking for relief from
pain and other symptoms without the mind-altering
effects of 'regular' marijuana or certain
pharmaceuticals.

Advantages of our Full Spectrum CBD
Oil
The Full Spectrum CBD Oil can be used for internal
intake as well as for external application.

Suitable for animals
Another significant benefit is that our Full Spectrum
CBD Oil is also suitable for animals. Just like humans,
animals have an endocannabinoid system.

Very precise dosage
Our Full Spectrum CBD Oil can be dosed very
precisely because our bottles are equipped with a
pipette. With the help of this pipette, it is possible
to dose the oil very precisely, drop by drop.

Suitable for long-term use
It is no problem to use Full Spectrum CBD Oil over a
longer period of time. All ingredients contained in
our oil are well tolerated.

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
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CBD oil is produced by extracting
cannabidiol from the cannabis
plant and then diluting it with a
carrier oil such as sunflower oil.
100% Swiss cultivation
100% natural

Available in different strengths
100 % free of pesticides,
herbicides, tobacco and nicotine
A gentle CO2 method is used to
obtain the full spectrum extract
Pure Swiss organic sunflower oil
is used as the carrier oil
Suitable for vegan nutrition
Swiss quality
THC < 1.0 % or THC free,
depending on customer
requirements

Age restriction:> 18 years

Die StecklingsfarmDISTRIBUTION
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The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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TRADE LIST Bulk
Full Spectrum
Full Spectrum
CBD Oil
CBD
Line
Oil
Full Spectrum CBD Oil 5%
1 to 10 Litres
125.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
117.50 €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
115.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 10%
1 to 10 Litres
230.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
215.- €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
210.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 15%
1 to 10 Litres
335.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
312.50 €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
305.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 20%
1 to 10 Litres
440.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
410.- €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
400.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 25%
1 to 10 Litres
545.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
507.50 €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
495.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
110.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
200.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
290.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
380.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
470.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

TRADE LIST Whitelabel
Full Spectrum Full
CBDSpectrum
Oil Line CBD Oil
Full Spectrum CBD Oil 5%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
15.25 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net

From 101 to 200 pcs.
12.20 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
9.15 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 10%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
19.25 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net.

From 101 to 200 pcs.
15.40 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
11.55 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net.

From 101 to 200 pcs.
18.60 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
13.95 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net

From 101 to 200 pcs.
21.80 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
16.35 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net.

From 101 to 200 pcs.
26.- €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
19.50 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

From 1001 pcs.
10.90 €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 25%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
32.50 €/pc.

From 1001 pcs.
9.30 €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 20%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
27.25 €/pc.

From 1001 pcs.
7.70 €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 15%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
23.25 €/pc.

From 1001 pcs.
6.10 €/pc.

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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From 1001 pcs.
13.- €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.
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PRODUCTSHEET Full Spectrum CBD Oil Line for animals

Our FULL SPECTRUM CBD OIL FOR ANIMALS has a THC value of 0.2% and is available in different
CBD strengths. We are able to adjust the THC value to our customers' needs. The carrier oil
used is a pure, high quality MCT oil or hemp seed oil.
The raw material for this high quality CBD oil is 100% Swiss grown, hand picked, 100% pesticide,
tobacco and nicotine free. This product is vegan.
We offer the FULL SPECTRUM CBD OIL FOR ANIMALS in the strengths 5% CBD, 10% CBD, 15%
CBD, 20% CBD and 25% CBD. For example, 5% CBD is good for cats, 10% CBD for dogs or 15%
CBD for horses. The best concentration for the animal should be approached, as this is very
individual from organism to organism. As a rule of thumb, start with a low dosage and, if
necessary, increase it little by little.
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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TRADE LIST Bulk Full Spectrum CBD Oil for Animals
Full Spectrum CBD Oil 5%
1 to 10 Litres
125.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
117.50 €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
115.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 10%
1 to 10 Litres
230.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
215.- €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
210.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 15%
1 to 10 Litres
335.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
312.50 €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
305.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 20%
1 to 10 Litres
440.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
410.- €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
400.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 25%
1 to 10 Litres
545.- €/Litre

Carrier oil à €/20.- already included in the price

11 to 100 Litres
507.50 €/Litre

101 to 1000 Litres
495.- €/Litre

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
110.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
200.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
290.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
380.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Container size: 1litre or according to your wishes

from 1001 Litres
470.- €/Litre
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

TRADE LIST Whitelabel Full Spectrum CBD Oil for Animals
Full Spectrum CBD Oil 5%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
15.25 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net

From 101 to 200 pcs.
12.20 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
9.15 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 10%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
19.25 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net.

From 101 to 200 pcs.
15.40 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
11.55 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net.

From 101 to 200 pcs.
18.60 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
13.95 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net

From 101 to 200 pcs.
21.80 €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
16.35 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The filling quantity is 10ml net.

From 101 to 200 pcs.
26.- €/pc.

From 201 to 1000 pcs.
19.50 €/pc.

We are happy to offer you individual pricing for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months. Produced in Switzerland in pharmaceutical quality. Batch analysis: 100 €/pc.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

From 1001 pcs.
10.90 €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 25%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
32.50 €/pc.

From 1001 pcs.
9.30 €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 20%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
27.25 €/pc.

From 1001 pcs.
7.70 €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Full Spectrum CBD Oil 15%
From 50 to 100 pcs.
23.25 €/pc.

From 1001 pcs.
6.10 €/pc.

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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From 1001 pcs.
13.- €/pc.
Ingredients: MCT oil or hemp seed oil, full
spectrum hemp extract.
This product is vegan.

Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

PRODUCTSHEET Tobacco substitute line
Queen of Night/Skywalker
This flower variety was created from a mixture of
Remedy and Harlequin. The taste of this tobacco
substitute is captivating with the typical skunk taste of
Harlequin, but also has a tart, seductive note of Remedy.
Packaging units: 2 or 5g net.
Up to 5% CBD

Harlequin
With a sweet smell and a rather skunky taste, this variety
is one of the most popular in the flower market. Bright,
large and compact buds convince the CBD consumer.
Harlequin is the product of a cross between Columbia
Gold, a Nepalese Indica and Thai genetics.
Packaging units: 2- or 5g net.
Up to 5% CBD

Lemon
Lemon

Lemon has a very intense flavour and a very pleasant
citrus note. With beautiful, very compact and bright buds
Packaging units: 2- or 5g net
Up to 4% CBD

Selected Small Buds
Consistently beautiful, compact and handy small buds, in
the usual high-class Stecklingsfarm- quality. The Small
Buds are almost ready to smoke but still in great shape!
Packaging units: 5- or 10g net.
Up to 4% CBD

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
The THC value after extraction is 0.2%,
or according to your wishes.
Page 16

Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

TRADE LIST Tobacco substitute line
Our tobacco substitute line is in
Experience a rebranding in the foreseeable future, with the
aim of increasing the long-term quality and user-friendliness
of the product.

Queen of Night/Skywalker CBD up to: 5%

The filling quantity is 2g or 5g net.

Up to 20 pc.
2g: 17.- €/pc.
5g: 28.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
2g: 13.- €/pc.
5g: 22.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
2g: 15.- €/pc.
5g: 25.- €/pc.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
2g: 10.- €/pc.
5g: 19.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Queen of Night/Skywalker

We would be happy to arrange individual pricing for you for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months, made in Switzerland

Blueberry Muffin CBD up to: 5%

The filling quantity is 2g or 5g net.

Up to 20 pc.
2g: 17.- €/pc.
5g: 28.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
2g: 13.- €/pc.
5g: 22.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
2g: 15.- €/pc.
5g: 25.- €/pc.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
2g: 10.- €/pc.
5g: 19.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Harlequin

We would be happy to arrange individual pricing for you for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months, made in Switzerland.

Banana Berry CBD up to: 4%

The filling quantity is 2g or 5g net.

Up to 20 pc.
2g: 17.- €/pc.
5g: 28.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
2g: 13.- €/pc.
5g: 22.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
2g: 15.- €/pc.
5g: 25.- €/pc.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
2g: 10.- €/pc.
5g: 19.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Lemon

We would be happy to arrange individual pricing for you for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months, made in Switzerland.

Selected Smallbuds CBD up to: 4%

The filling quantity is 2g or 5g net.

Up to 20 pc.
5g: 28.- €/pc.
10g: 38.- €/pc.

From 51 to 100 pc.
5g: 22.- €/pc.
10g: 32.- €/pc.

From 21 to 50 pc.
5g: 25.- €/pc.
10g: 35.- €/pc.

We would be happy to arrange individual pricing for you for larger batches.
The THC value is 0.2%, or according to your wishes.
Shelf life: 18 months, made in Switzerland.

From 101 to 1000 pc.
5g: 19.- €/pc.
10g: 29.- €/pc.
Ingredients:
Selected Smallbuds

Our tobacco substitute is produced according to GMP guidelines, it is produced with the utmost care and love
processed to detail. 100% free from pesticides, tobacco and nicotine.
Swiss quality that can be tasted!
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

Die StecklingsfarmDISTRIBUTION
ist mit drei verschiedenen LagerStandorten in der EU breit
aufgestellt, damit sich die
Vertriebswege schnell, möglichst
unbürokratisch
und unkompliziert
EUROPA Katalog
Vorwort
gestalten. Dank den eingespielten
Distributions- Abläufen können wir
We kürzester
are also ableZeit
to take
care ofEUthe
innert
in jedes
procurement
logistics
for uns
you,ein
for
Land
liefern. Dies
ist für
example if you want to have your
unschlagbarer
Wettbewerbsvorteil,
flower professionally
packaged. We
den
Sie sich
zu Nutzen
haveauch
extensive
contacts
from which
you can
also benefit.
With us, you
machen
sollten!
have the ideal contact for
international wholesale and, if
desired, also for drop shipping and
cross docking.

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT &
Analysis and are at the expense of the importer (buyer).
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Subject to changes.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

EUROPA Katalog Vorwort
Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen
We are a CBD producer and wholesaler
based in Switzerland, near Zurich. Thanks
to our many years of experience and our
extensive contacts, we have been able to
establish ourselves in the international
CBD wholesale market.
We are pleased to present you our weekly
update of the available CBD raw material
batches, with current prices! The
following CBD raw material batches are
available from our warehouse in Austria
within 48 hours within the EU!

Transparency in dealing with our partners
and customers is very important to us. We
strive for a stable, fixed price policy in all
areas, where our customers and partners
also achieve added value!
You can now also purchase laboratory CBD
products from us, see page 33!
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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Subject to change without notice.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

20

We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Critical
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Kushy and very intense taste
CBD%:
5.680
THC%:
0.135
Price:
from 1450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
HQxCT (Harlequin x Cannatonic)
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Sweetish, earthy and tart
CBD%:
6.120
THC%:
0.177
Price:
from 1400 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Amnesia
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Smells wonderful of grapefruit and
herbs
CBD%:
5.324
THC%:
0.157
Price:
from 1450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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Subject to change without notice.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806

21

We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
V+
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Sweet and sour with a slight hint of
cinnamon
CBD%:
5.000
THC%:
0.140
Price:
from 1550 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Powerplant
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Compact and bright. Exudes a wonderful
herbal aroma
CBD%:
4.900
THC%:
0.190
Price:
from 1400 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
CBG Flowers Cheesy
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Fruity, cheesy
CBG%:
8.900
THC%:
0.100
Price:
from 1300 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
This CBG strain has a natural THC-value
of less than 0.2%.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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Subject to change without notice.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Zkittelz
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Fruity, earthy and tart
CBD%:
5.000
THC%:
0.140
Price:
from 1550 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Breeding Art:
Optics:
Taste:
CBD%:
THC%:
Price:
Quantity:
Variety:
Growing type:
Optics:
Taste:
CBD%:
THC%:
Price:
Quantity:
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

Blueberry Muffin
Indoor
Bright / Purple
Has a wonderful blueberry taste. A
taste experience!
5.000
0.160
from 1500 €/kg
Wholesale quantities available
Lemon Muffin
Indoor
Light
Has a delicious lemon flavour and is
slightly sweet. Extremely resinous!
8.000
0.120
from 1500 €/kg
Wholesale quantities available

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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Subject to change without notice.
Distribution:
Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
Frauenfelderstrasse 100
9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Gelato
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Has a wonderful zirtus note
CBD%:
4.560
THC%:
0.170
Price:
from 1200 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Orangello Smallbuds 12 - 18mm
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Smells wonderfully fruity of orange
CBD%:
4.560
THC%:
0.170
Price:
from 499 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
ACDC Kush (re - added)
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
delicate notes of honey and lemon
CBD%:
14.000
THC%:
0.120
Price:
from 650 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Harlequin (re - added)
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Typical Harlequin
CBD%:
14.000
THC%:
0.120
Price:
from 550 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Breeding Art:
Optics:
Taste:
CBD%:
THC%:
Price:
Quantity:
Variety:
Growing type:
Optics:
Taste:
CBD%:
THC%:
Price:
Quantity:
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

Sour Gum
Indoor
Bright
Smells slightly sourish of green apple.
Top taste also when smoked!
4.678
0.160
from 950 €/kg
Wholesale quantities available
Sour Gum Smallbuds 12 - 18mm
Indoor
Light
Smells slightly sourish of green apple.
Top taste also when smoked!
4.678
0.160
from 400 €/kg
Wholesale quantities available

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
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9548 Matzingen
Switzerland
UID: CHE 361.178.806
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
V1
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Sweet - sour, light cinnamon note and
berry.
CBD%:
6.494
THC%:
0.175
Price:
from 950 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Breeding Art:
Optics:
Taste:
CBD%:
THC%:
Price:
Quantity:

V1 Smallbuds 12 - 18mm
Indoor
Light
Sweet - sour, light cinnamon note and
berry.
6.494
0.175
from 400 €/kg
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Banana Berry
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optic:
Light
Taste:
Banana-like, gives off a hint of
strawberry and purrs slightly
CBD%:
2.878
THC%:
0.070
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Queen of Night
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Skunky sweet - tart
CBD%:
6.000
THC%:
0.170
Price:
from 950 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Fedtonic
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
pleasant to smoke, smooth and spicy
at the same time
CBD%:
3.494
THC%:
0.145
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Harlequin
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Slightly earthy, sweetish taste.
Balanced
CBD%:
6.100
THC%:
0.150
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Blueberry Muffin Small Buds <16mm
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light / Purple
Taste:
Has a wonderful blueberry taste. A
taste experience!
CBD%:
5.000
THC%:
0.160
Price:
from 550 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Banana Berry Small Buds <16mm
Growing type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Banana-like, with a hint of strawberry
and a slight purpiness.
CBD%:
2.878
THC%:
0.070
Price:
from 500 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Peach Kush Small Buds <12mm
Growing type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Wonderful fruity peach note
CBD%:
3.698
THC%:
0.145
Price:
from 400 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Peach Kush
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Has a wonderful fruity peach note
CBD%:
2.520
THC%:
0.090
Price:
from 850 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Skywalker
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Sweetish, skunky, tart
CBD%:
5.000
THC%:
0.150
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
ACDC Sour Diesel
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
acidic, sativa dominant, with a citrus
note
CBD%:
4.000
THC%:
0.130
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Limoncello
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Pleasantly sweet and lemony
CBD%:
4.000
THC%:
0.120
Price:
from 850 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Banana Berry
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Banana-like, gives off a hint of
strawberry and purples slightly
CBD%:
5.000
THC%:
0.130
Price:
from 1500 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
Variety:
Harlequin
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Typical Harlequin
CBD%:
3.000
THC%:
0.120
Price:
from 750 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Orangello
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Smells wonderfully fruity of orange
CBD%:
4.560
THC%:
0.170
Price:
from 1450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Melon Gum
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Sweetish and melon
CBD%:
4.000
THC%:
0.120
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Queen of Night
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light / purple
Taste:
Skunky sweet - tart, with a slightly
earthy flavour
CBD%:
6.123
THC%:
0.187
Price:
from 1400 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Melon Kush
Breeding type: Indoor
Optics:
Light
Taste:
Honeydew melon note
CBD%:
5.000
THC%:
0.150
Price:
from 900 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
Cannatonic
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Green
Taste:
Lemony
CBD%:
4.042
THC%:
0.123
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

Variety:
ACDC Kush
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optics:
Light
Taste:
delicate notes of honey and lemon
CBD%:
4.000
THC%:
0.120
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Flowers Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Variety:
Queen of Night
Breeding type: Tunnel
Optic:
Light
Taste:
Skunky sweet - tart, with a slightly
earthy flavour
CBD%:
5.015
THC%:
0.156
Price:
from 450 €/kg
Quantity:
Wholesale quantities available

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Lab Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:
Quantity:
Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
Price:
Quantity:

Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
Price:
Quantity:

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

Anti-crystalline Distillate
30-50% (m/m)
<0.2% (m/m)
>1% (m/m)
>3% (m/m)
>3% (m/m)
from 1500 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available
Broad spectrum Distillate #1
>90% (m/m)
<0.2% (m/m)
3% (m/m)
1% (m/m)
from 1250 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

Broad spectrum Distillate #2
>90% (m/m)
<0.2% (m/m)
1% (m/m)
0.5% (m/m)
from 1250 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Lab Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:
Quantity:
Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:

Quantity:
Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:
Quantity:
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

Broad spectrum Distillate #3
>80% (m/m)
<0.2% (m/m)
>1% (m/m)
>1% (m/m)
>1% (m/m)
from 1250 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available
CBD Isolate <0.2%
>99% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
from 400 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available
CBD Isolate <0.05%
>99% (m/m)
<0.05% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
from 800 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Lab Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:
Quantity:
Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:

Quantity:
Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:
Quantity:
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

CBG Isolate <0.2%
<0.2% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
>96% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
from 1600 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available
CBD Extract <0.2%
>60% (m/m)
<0.2% (m/m)
>0.2% (m/m)
>0.2% (m/m)
>0.2% (m/m)
from 500 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available
CBD Crud with wax <0.2%
>99% (m/m)
<0.05% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
from 400 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Lab Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
Price:
Quantity:

Product:
CBD%:
THC%:
CBG%:
CBN%:
CBC%:
CBDA%
Price:
Quantity:
Product:
Price:

Quantity:

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

CBN Isolate
<0.2% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
<95% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
from 3500 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

CBDA Isolate
>0.1% (m/m)
<0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>0.1% (m/m)
>95% (m/m)
from 3000 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available
CBD Vape 50% just CBD
from 1500 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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We deliver within 48h from AT in the EU area

Weekly CBD - Lab Update

Contact: +41 77 400 06 89 / distribution@stecklings-farm.ch

Product:

CBD Vape 50% and Minors

Price:

from 1700 €/kg
More information on request
Wholesale quantities available

Quantity:

2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
Billing is from the EU

All prices are exclusive of transport, VAT. &
analysis and are at the expense of the buyer.
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Micelle Solubilisate
The product - simply explained.
English version

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water
Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the
human organism

The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
The initial situation
The way our body absorbs fat, such as CBD oil, is by encapsulating fats with
special molecules called micelles. Micelles have a kind of fat-loving end
(lipophilic) on one side and a water-loving end (hydrophilic) on the other.

These molecules enclose the CBD oil molecule. The lipophilic end binds to the
fatty mass so that the hydrophilic end faces outwards. The micelle, with the oil
inside, thus becomes more water-soluble and passes through the mucous
membrane into our bloodstream. This process is called micelleisation.

For this micellisation, the body needs time and energy. At the same time,
however, this process is naturally disturbed by our stomach acid, the enzymes
as well as the liver. It is a race against time, as on average only 5-10% CBD oil is
absorbed in the available time. This is clearly uneconomical for the consumer.

In summary, the time, allowed by natural digestive mechanisms, is not
sufficient to encapsulate enough fat molecules. Therefore, a large part of the
CBD active ingredient is excreted.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
The initial situation
Many people do not realise how poorly CBD oil is absorbed. Studies have
shown that on average, about 5-10%, and in the best case only 15-20%, of the
cannabidiol taken orally can be absorbed by the body.

Our body will never be able to absorb 80-95% of the CBD oil we take. The
same applies to curcumin capsules, for example, or all vitamin preparations
available on the market in capsule form.

Therefore, it should come as no surprise that such orally consumed active
substances can only be absorbed by our body with great difficulty, as our body
consists of 65-70% water.

Every time we consume one of the mentioned products above, approximately
90-95% of the ingredients are not absorbed by our body. This can be the case
if the substances are dissolved in a vegetable oil or are processed in a dragée.

Water and oil together do not form an emulsion. This circumstance greatly
limits the compatibility with the human organism. In this context, one speaks
of bioavailability, more on this later.
Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
What does Micelle technology do?
The patented Micelle technology mimics the body's own natural encapsulation
process (micellisation). This means that products treated with this technology
are much easier to absorb by the body. The active ingredient bound to the
micelle molecules can pass through the mucous membranes much more easily
and effectively due to the water solubility of the technology.

Moreover, for consumers of cannabis with medicinal properties, oral ingestion
is not only the most promising alternative to smoking, but also the most
preferred way to consume medicines and food supplements.

Thus, in this area, increasing the oral bioavailability of CBD, as well as other
active ingredients, is an important development.

The most important difference compared to other CBD products that call
themselves water soluble is that the patented micelle technology is 100%
natural. The micelle system, which is responsible for the absorption of fat
components in our body, is imitated without harmful foreign substances.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
What does Micelle technology do?
Bioavailability is drastically increased thanks to the patented Micelle
technology. Another advantage is the much lower energy expenditure of the
human body, as it has to micellise much fewer incompatible substances. A
detailed study (link, copyright University of Manchester) describes in detail the
processes of micellisation and its enormous advantages.

Most other products that call themselves water soluble use some form of
liposome system. Compared to liposomes, micelle technology has a much
higher stability in terms of temperature, pH levels and body-related stresses.

In addition, the molecules used to encapsulate these liposomal systems are
mostly synthetic or synthetically modified compounds (such as polysorbates)
derived from the petrochemical industry and suspected of being carcinogenic.
Micelle technology, on the other hand, uses 100% natural and non-allergenic
molecules.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
What does bioavailability mean?
The word "bioavailability" describes the absorption properties of a substance,
usually by a percentage value. This value is the amount that can actually be
absorbed and processed by our body. This value also indicates how quickly and
to what extent the substance is absorbed and is available at the site of action.
The body's own processes (digestion) simultaneously reduce the available
absorption time.

Example: By definition, the bioavailability of a drug is 100% when it is
administered intravenously (approved drug).

This value in this example is achieved because the substance is brought
directly and "barrier-free" into the bloodstream.

Nowadays, the most common form of CBD consumption is oral, but in most
cases this CBD is dissolved in edible vegetable oils. With this form of
consumption, the bioavailability is around 5 - 10%.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
Technological information
Many water-soluble solutions tend to fall apart at very low concentrations.

These concentrations are called Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC). Below
these concentrations, the molecules tend to break apart. The CMC is therefore
an important characteristic. Micelle technology has the lowest CMC available
on the market, yet the micelles are very stable. This makes Micelle technology
perfect for use in low concentration solutions.

Poorly soluble ingredients are surrounded by an amphiphilic shell (imitation
micelle), which is itself water-soluble. The altered imitation of the body's own
micelles changes the pharmacokinetics of the active ingredients used, which in
turn opens up the possibility of a more specific and lower dosage without
losing effect.

Although the size of the micelles is in the nanoscale (~ 100 µm), micelle
technology is not called nanotechnology because it does not break down the
molecules into nanoparticles. Thus, the properties of, for example, CBD are
fully preserved. Micelle products are stable and improve the absorption of
active ingredients even in critical environments such as high acidity (pH
stability 1-14) or temperature fluctuations.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
A wide range of possible applications
The future of this patented Micelle technology lies not only in the medical use
of CBD. It can also be used in connection with a wide variety of products, for
example in the food, cosmetics or food supplement industries.

The patented Micelle technology is not only suitable for cannabinoids. It also
works perfectly for all fat-soluble compounds. For example, it has been tested
with vitamins A, C, D, D3, E and K, but also with curcuma, fish oil, iron,
coenzyme Q10, artemisinin and olibanum boswella.

The possibility of mixing these above-mentioned compounds into a range of
different drinks, for example, makes it possible to bring completely new types
of products to the market. CBD drinks make it easier for people to benefit from
cannabinoids in their everyday lives, but at the same time a much wider range
of applications is possible.

The products produced with Micelle technology offer highly effective
ingredients, with a high absorption rate and high bioavailability. Due to the
high absorption rate of Micelle technology, these products will have a
prominent role in the food, cosmetics and cannabis industries in the future.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
2022, Copyright Stecklingsfarm.ch GmbH
All rights reserved.
Age restriction: >18 years
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Micelle Solubilisate
Advantages
All compounds show the same advantages:
A fast and almost 100 percent absorption.
Remains very stable in critical environments as well as in low concentrations.
A very easy way to conveniently take potentially health-promoting substances,
due to the endless possibilities of adding micellised active ingredients to
beverages and foods.
Stored in the dark and at room temperature, they have a stable shelf life of 2436 months or more.
Price-performance ratio

Endless possibilities:
Enables novel access, for example into the beverage market.
Introduction of water-soluble cannabinoids and other active ingredients into a
variety of food products.
Increased convenience and ease of portability for the end user of diverse
active ingredients, for example in the form of beverages.

Swiss quality ǀ 100% natural ǀ Soluble in water ǀ Vegan ǀ Almost 100% bioavailable for the human organism
The offer is constantly being expanded.
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Catalog English version

Thank you for your attention, we hope that we have aroused your
interest!

We are happy to be there for you personally!

Your Stecklingsfarm - Team

The offer is constantly being expanded.
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